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or colored liquids, sell the additional liquor, and pocket the
money. There are several other
ways to defraud a bar. One of
the better known ways is to
overcharge guests for beverages.
Another is to underpour, which
gives guests less for their money.
Some bartenders overpour measures to receive larger tips. The
best way to prevent these occurrences is to have a good control
system, which should include
shoppers—people who are paid
to use the bar like regular guests,
except they are closely watching
the operation.
In a large hotel there are several kinds of bars:
A server carries Singapore Slings in the Long Bar at Raffles Hotel
Singapore.

Lobby bar. This convenient meeting place was popularized when
Conrad Hilton wanted to generate
revenue out of his vast hotel lobby. Lobby bars, when well managed, are a
good source of income.
Restaurant bar. Traditionally, this bar is away from the hubbub of the
lobby and offers a holding area for the hotel’s signature restaurant.
Service bar. In some of the very large hotels, restaurants and room service have a separate backstage bar. Otherwise, both the restaurant and
room service are serviced by one of the regular beverage outlets, such as
the restaurant bar.
Catering and banquet bar. This bar is used specifically to service all
the catering and banquet needs of the hotel. These bars can stretch any
operator to the limit. Frequently, several cash bars must be set up at a
variety of locations; if cash wines are involved with dinner, it becomes
a race to get the wine to the guest before the meal, preferably before
the appetizer. Because of the difficulties involved in servicing a large
number of guests, most hotels encourage inclusive wine and beverage
functions, in which the guests pay a little more for tickets that include a
predetermined amount of beverage service. Banquet bars require careful
inventory control. The bottles should be checked immediately after the
function, and, if the bar is very busy, the bar manager should pull the
money just before the bar closes. The breakdown of function bars should
be done on the spot if possible to help prevent pilferage.
The banquet bar needs to stock not only large quantities of the popular wines, spirits, and beers, but also a selection of premium spirits and
after-dinner liqueurs. These are used in the ballroom and private dining
rooms, in particular.
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Pool bar. A pool bar is popular at resort hotels where guests can enjoy
a variety of exotic cocktails poolside. Resort hotels that cater to conventions often put on theme parties one night of the convention to allow
delegates to kick back. Popular themes that are catered around the pool
might be a Hawaiian luau, a Caribbean reggae night, a Mexican fiesta, or
Country and Western events. Left to the imagination, one could conceive
of a number of theme events.
Minibar. The minibar, sometimes called an honor bar, is a small, refrigerated bar placed in each guest room. It offers the convenience of having
beverages available at all times. For security, the minibar has a separate
key, which may be either included in the room key envelope at check-in
or withheld, according to the guest’s preference. Minibars are typically
checked and replenished on a daily basis. Charges for items used are automatically added to the guest folio.
Night club. Some hotels offer guests evening entertainment and dancing.
Whether formal or informal, these food and beverage outlets offer a full
beverage service. Live entertainment is very expensive. Many hotels are
switching to operations with a DJ or a bar that itself is the entertainment
(e.g., a sports bar). Directors of food and beverage are now negotiating
more with live bands, offering them a base pay (below union scale) and
a percentage of a cover charge.
Sports bar. The sports bar has become a popular hotel feature. Almost
everyone identifies with a sporting theme, which makes for a relaxed
atmosphere that complements contemporary lifestyles. Many sports bars
have a variety of games such as pool, football, bar basketball, and so on,
which, together with satellite-televised sporting events, contribute to the
atmosphere.
Casino bar. Casino bar and beverage service is intended to keep people
gambling by offering low-cost or free drinks. Some casino bars have lavish entertainment and light food offerings, which entice guests to enjoy
the gaming experience, even when sustaining heavy losses.
Different types of bars produce revenue according to their location in
the hotel and the kind of hotel in which they are located. Nightclubs, sports
bars, and banqueting departments see bulk consumption of alcoholic beverages, and restaurant bars usually see more alcohol consumption than minibars and lounge bars.

▶ Check Your Knowledge
1. What departments does the food and beverage director oversee?
2. What are the specific responsibilities of a food and beverage director on
a day-to-day basis?
3. Explain how the pour/cost percentage is used in a bar to measure
efficiency.
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Stewarding Department
The chief steward is responsible to the director of food
and beverage for the following functions:

•

 leanliness of the back of the house (all the areas of
C
the backstage that hotel guests do not see)
• Maintaining clean glassware, china, and cutlery for the
food and beverage outlets
• Maintaining strict inventory control and monthly stock
check
• Maintenance of dishwashing machines
A chief steward checking the inventory.
• Inventory of chemical stock
• Sanitation of kitchen, banquet aisles, storerooms, walkins/freezers, and all equipment
• Pest control and coordination with exterminating company
• Forecasting labor and cleaning supplies
In some hotels, the steward’s department is responsible for keeping the
kitchen(s) clean. This is generally done at night to prevent disruption of the
food production operation. A more limited cleaning is done in the afternoon between the lunch and dinner services. The chief steward’s job can be
an enormous and thankless task. In hotels, this involves cleaning up after
several hundred people three times a day. Just trying to keep track of everything can be a headache. Some hotels have different patterns of glasses,
china, and cutlery for each outlet. The casual dining room frequently has an
informal theme, catering and banqueting a more formal one, and the signature restaurant, very formal place settings. It is difficult to ensure that all the
pieces are returned to the correct places. It is also difficult to prevent both
guests and employees from taking souvenirs. Strict inventory control and
constant vigilance help keep pilferage to a minimum.

T e c h n olo g y Spo t l i g h t
Courtesy of James McManemon, M.S., University of South
Florida Sarasota–Manatee
Full-service hotels have several food and beverage operations. These may include breakfast, lunch, and dinner
restaurants; lobby, pool, fitness club, spa, and snack bars; a night club and discothèque; and banquet/event
rooms. In addition, hotels may have outlets such as a gift shop. All of these transactions are managed by pointof-sale (POS) systems. A POS system can enhance decision-making, operational control, guest services, and revenues. A POS system is a network of cashier and server terminals that typically handles food and beverage orders,
transmission of orders to the kitchen and bar, guest-check settlement, timekeeping, and interactive charges
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posting to guest folios. POS information can also be imported to accounting and food-cost/inventory software
packages. A variety of reports can be generated, including open check (list of outstanding checks), cashier, voids/
comps, sales analysis, menu mix, server sales summary, tip, labor cost, and so forth. Sophisticated POS systems
can generate as many as 200 management reports. The advantages of using a POS system in a food and beverage operation include the following:
1. Elimination of arithmetic errors: A POS system may eliminate manual arithmetic calculations,
therefore increasing guest satisfaction and tips. A study concluded that restaurants using handwritten
checks have lower tipping and a substantial loss of potential revenue.
2. Improved guest check control: In an industry where the failure rate among restaurants is about
60 percent within the first three years, controlling costs and revenue is critical. A POS system allows
for all transactions to be recorded, allowing less room for fraud. Failure to audit missing checks and
to reconcile guest check sales with cash register readings often results in a lower sales volume and
higher cost ratios. With a POS system, a server must place the order through a server terminal for it
to be printed in the kitchen or bar. This ensures the recording of all sales and provides line cooks with
legible orders. It also electronically tracks open checks, settled checks, voids, comps, discounts, and
sales for each server, as well as employee meals.
3. Increased average guest check: Since orders are transmitted to the kitchen printer, travel time to
the kitchen is reduced. This allows more time for suggestive selling and servicing guests. Also, a POS
system provides a detailed summary for each server, listing average guest check, items sold, and total
sales. This information can be used for job evaluations, motivational programs (e.g., wine contest),
and assessing merchandising skills (e.g., average guest check and item sales), and server efficiency
(e.g., sales per hour).
4. Faster reaction to trends: A POS system can provide a wealth of information on a real-time basis.
Most POS systems can easily track sales and cost information by time period (e.g., hourly, daily, and
weekly), employee, meal period, register, outlet, table, and menu item. This allows a restaurant operator to quickly spot and react to problematic areas affecting profitability, such as a declining average
guest check during lunch, excessive labor hours in the kitchen, a changing menu mix, or sluggish
liquor sales.
5. Reduced labor costs and greater operational efficiency: An efficient POS system should be able
to increase operational efficiency, therefore allowing staff members to have higher levels of productivity. In the long term, this may result in reduced labor costs.
In addition to the POS system, some of the applications for a restaurant include table management systems,
home delivery, frequent-dining and gift card programs, inventory control systems, and menu management systems. We will cover them in the future chapters.

Catering Department
Throughout the world’s cultural and social evolution, numerous references
have been made to the breaking of bread together. Feasts or banquets are
one way to show one’s hospitality. Frequently, hosts attempted to outdo one
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another with the extravagance of their feasts. Today, occasions for celebrations, banquets, and catering include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State banquets, when countries’ leaders honor visiting royalty and heads
of state
National days
Embassy receptions and banquets
Business and association conventions and banquets
Gala charity balls
Company dinner dances
Weddings

The term catering has a broader scope than does the term banquet.
Banquet refers to groups of people who eat together at one time and in one
place. Catering includes a variety of occasions when people may eat at varying times. However, the terms are often used interchangeably.
For example, catering departments in large, city-center hotels may service the following events in just one day:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Fortune 500 company’s annual shareholders’ meeting
An international loan-signing ceremony
A fashion show
A convention
Several sales and board meetings
Private luncheons and dinner parties
A wedding or two

Naturally each of these events requires different and special treatment.
Hotels in smaller cities may cater the local chamber of commerce meeting,
a high school prom, a local company party, a
regional sales meeting, a professional workshop,
A caterer oversees an event.
and a small exhibition.
Catering may be subdivided into on-premise
and off-premise. In off-premise catering, the event
is catered away from the hotel. The food may be
prepared either in the hotel or at the event. The
organizational chart in Figure 4–2 shows how
the catering department is organized. The dotted
lines show cooperative reporting relationships,
and continuous lines show a direct reporting relationship. For example, the banquet chef reports
directly to the executive chef, but must cooperate with the director of catering (DOC) and the
catering service manager.
The DOC is responsible to the food and beverage director for selling and servicing, catering,
banquets, meetings, and exhibitions in a way that
exceeds guests’ expectations and produces reasonable profit. The director of catering has a close
working relationship with the rooms division

